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Abstract
Electrically conductive polypyrrole is synthesized through oxidative chemical vapor deposition
(oCVD). oCVD processability is demonstrated by the fabrication of an electrospun fiber mat
deposited with polypyrrole. It is shown that polypyrrole is sensitive to pH. oCVD parameters and
substrates are tested for pH sensing performance and oCVD is additionally investigated for substrate
independence. The limit of detection (LOD) of polypyrrole-based material for pH sensing was found
to be competitive with glass-electrode pH sensors at 0.007 pH unit. The chemical changes of
polypyrrole as a result of pH exposure are analyzed and correlated to the electrical conductive
changes observed. The deprotonation due to pH exposure is followed by various analyzation
techniques where the influence of the polaron units, bipolaron units and dopant level in the polymer
chains related to electrical conductivity is showcased. XPS analysis indicates deprotonation of
polypyrrole by pH exposure occurs through the removal of bipolaron and polaron units from the
polypyrrole chain. Infrared spectra of oCVD polypyrrole show a particularly distinctive polaron and
bipolaron band splitting with deprotonation. This effect suggests a relation of the ratio of polaron and
bipolaron band absorption to the deprotonation and is displayed by an effective polaron contribution
parameter.
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Introduction

1.1. Conjugated Polymers
Conducting polymers (CP’s), like polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline, polythiophene and
poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) rely on their conjugated backbone structure for
electronic charge carrying capabilities. CP’s promote a broad array of applications due to having
metal-like capability to conduct electricity while having relevant mechanical property advantages.
An array of conducting polymers possess flexibility and stretchability combined with certain CP’s
being biocompatible [1]. The use of metal-oxide nanoparticles implemented in other materials has
been done to achieve similar mechanical properties as CP’s. Metal-oxide nanoparticles, however,
do not have the required long-term stability of electrical conductivity and reversibility required
for several applications. [2–4].

Application areas for CP’s are plenty due to the relevant advantages in mechanical properties over
their traditional counterparts. Implementation fields for CPs consist of (bio)sensors,
supercapacitors, solar cells, nanocoatings and specific catalyst types. Besides biosensors, other
biomedical applications like drug delivery systems have been proposed (Figure 1) [5,6].
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Figure 1: The variety of application options for CP’s showcased. Shown for oCVD processed polypyrrole
conjugated bipolaron polymer structure.

Polypyrrole is one of the classical conjugated polymers systems discovered in 1979 by Diaz et al.
[7]. Which is in line with the general research trends on conjugated organic polymer systems
starting mostly from the 1980’s [8]. Conducting polymers such as polypyrrole often exhibit
different configurations that affect the resulting electrical properties. The configurations consist of
different complexes present in the polymer chains in combination with having a conjugated
backbone structure. The complexes that give polypyrrole the ability to conduct electron charge
are polaron and bipolaron structures (figure 2). Rearrangement and delocalization of bipolarons
lead to the formation of polaron complexes. To improve the stability of the charges in these
polaron structures, dopant anions are presented into the polymer system [9]. Polarons act as
electron holes in p-type semiconducting and can shift over 8-50 monomer units in a conjugated
polymer system, inducing the conductive charge carrying abilities of the polymer structures [10].

Figure 2: Neutral non-conducting polypyrrole chain (a). The rearranged bipolaron structure (b) followed
by the delocalization of the charge and the formation of polaron structures (c). The rearrangement of the
electrons in this bipolaron structure leads to the ability to delocalize the charge along the chain.

1.2 Oxidative Chemical Vapor Deposition (oCVD)
Current conductive polymer synthesis processes mostly rely on electrochemical deposition and
solution polymerization [11]. Though successful, solution polymerization for these types of
polymers provides drawbacks. Conductive polymers are usually insoluble, mainly due to their
long conjugation lengths providing rigid structures [12]. This greatly hinders the processability
into tailored applications. Moreover, solution polymerization yields low conductivity CPs where
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further doping processing is required [13]. An addition of an extra group to the monomer units or
the use of specific solvents or alternative environments is required to improve the solubility [14].
Besides, the conjugation length of CP produced through solution-based processes is low. This
negatively impacts the conductivity of the produced CP which is dependent (among other
properties) on the conjugation length [15]. Also, thin film formation for solution-based
polymerization processes through methods like spin-coating (section 2.2) are impacted by
pinhole-formation due to evaporation of solvent through the thin film during drying. This
negatively influences the morphology of the polymer film, in turn also affecting the conductivity
[16]. The use of substrates is limited due to the surface tension characteristics of the material
used. Dewetting or air gap formation can occur with film formation of solution polymerization
CP’s [17]. Methods to reduce dewetting, like addition of surfactants act as impurities in the CP
film, therefore reducing stability and long-term efficiency of the CP film [18].

Oxidative chemical vapor deposition (oCVD) is an alternative polymerization method for the
step-growth production of conductive polymer films through the vapor-phase. oCVD is a novel
polymerization technique which has gained research traction in the last decade. oCVD is
performed in a vacuum chamber. Liquid-state monomer is vaporized and entered into the vacuum
chamber. The oxidant can either be a sublimated solid-phase oxidant or a vaporized liquid.
Vaporizing a liquid provides additional control over the oxidant feed rate to achieve a desired
reactant ratio between the monomer and oxidant feed [19]. The reactant ratio influences the
conjugation length and bipolaron concentration in the CP chain and is therefore a crucial
parameter to control for achieving the desired conductivity [20]. One of the main advantages of
using oCVD to process CP’s is that it does not require a polymer in solution, bypassing one of the
main issues regarding CP’s being the complex solubility of CP’s. Besides, the formation of
pinholes in the polymer film morphology is not present because no liquid evaporation occurs after
film formation. Subsequently, additional conductivity and the ability to decrease the
film-thickness to nanometer scale as well as producing ultrasmooth surfaces is possible. The
conjugation length is not dependent on the solubility of the polymer complexes in a solvent using
oCVD. Therefore, conjugation lengths - and in turn conductivity - can be significantly increased
using oCVD polymerization [21]. This research analyzes the substrate independence of oCVD.
Because oCVD requires mild substrate temperatures (25-150 degrees Celsius), the use of even
delicate substrates for oCVD deposition such as unmodified paper can be performed [22].
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Figure 3: Overview of the oCVD process where oxidant and monomer vapor enter the reaction chamber.
The monomer is oxidized and a radical is formed in the monomer structure. This monomer is adsorbed onto
the substrate surface where subsequent monomers attach onto the monomer chain providing step-growth
polymerization.

The oxidant not only oxidizes the monomer units to form radicals required for the initiation of the
reaction, but it also provides dopant ions to the conductive polymer chains. CP’s like polypyrrole
conduct electricity because of its ability to transport electrons across the polymer chains. This can
be done due to the formation of electron holes, also known as polarons. Electron hole charge
carrying is known as p-type semiconducting. Polarons can form from the delocalization of
bipolarons. These bipolarons are formed in-situ during the oCVD reaction while producing the
CP [20] (Figure 4). The exact mechanism of the formation of bipolarons and the subsequent
rearrangement to polarons is still open to discussion [23]. The stability of these polarons and
bipolarons is greatly increased by the incorporation of doping counter-ions [24]. With the oCVD
process, the ratio of monomer and oxidant inflow into the reaction chamber can be controlled.
The ability to control the ratio of the presence of monomer and oxidant influences the doping
concentration in the CP chains. Subsequently, the ability of oCVD processing to control the ratio
of monomer and oxidant gives control over the in-situ doping of the CP chain. The concentration
of doping anions in the CP chain has an optimum where the conductivity is maximized [20]. This
is because at higher oxidant concentration, the CP chains are overoxidized and conjugation length
decreases [21]. The influence of in-situ doping of the formed CP chains is unique to CVD
processing.

Figure 4: Overview of polypyrrole chain. The oCVD process provides in-situ doping and bipolaron
formation of the polypyrrole chain to induce the conductive ability of the polymer chain.

The oCVD method to produce conducting polymers has been successfully performed for an array
of different polymers and dopant materials. The discovery of oCVD has been done using the
(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) monomer to form PEDOT by Lock et al. [25]. After this, the
compatibility of oCVD with different polymers and copolymers has been proved including
polythiophene (PTh), Polyaniline (PANI) and recently polypyrrole (PPy) [19,20,26]. Different
oxidants have been proven to be compatible with the above mentioned monomers.

The proposed mechanism for the formation of a polymer complex using oCVD is schematically
explained in Figure 5 for the formation of oCVD polypyrrole. Pyrrole monomer units and SbCl5

are adsorbed onto the substrate surface where the pyrrole monomer unit is oxidized as an
initiation step. This forms a radical and cation in the pyrrole monomer complex (a). Two oxidized
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monomer units combine into a bication biradical complex which is deprotonated into a pyrrole
dimer (b). Subsequent oxidation of the dimer from the oxidant present in the system gives a new
site with a cation and radical (c). This site can react with another oxidized monomer unit to form
a 3-monomer unit complex (d). The 3-monomer complex can repeat the steps described in (b) and
(c) to form polypyrrole (d) [20].

Figure 5: Schematic overview of the reaction mechanism of the step growth formation of polypyrrole as
produced by oCVD oxidative polymerization.

1.3. pH sensing of Conducting Polymers

With regards to pH biosensing, conductive polymers rely on their intrinsic properties which
change because of analyte exposure. The CP’s can be analyzed by stimuli induced changes in the
electrical or optical properties due to changes in their molecular structure. In the case of pH
induced stimuli, polypyrrole undergoes changes in functional properties such as electronic
conductivity. There are a variety of methods to analyze these changes of which the four most
relevant methods are briefly explained (Table 1).
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Measuring method Method function Construction of complex

Potentiometric Voltage difference between working
and reference electrode. [27]

● CP deposited on an electronic
conductor with reference electrode

● Voltage meter

Amperometric Change of current between working
and reference electrode. [28]

● CP deposited on an electrode with
immobilized enzyme with reference
electrode

● Current meter

Conductometric Change in resistance as a function of
CP structural changes. [27]

● Polymer thin film
● 2-or-4-probe resistance meter

Colorimetric Change of color as a result of
changing analyte stimuli. [29]

● Polymer thin film
● Color-analyte calibration

Table 1: Overview of the methods of measuring analytes in a biosensor application.

Colorimetric pH sensing requires a reading of the diagnostic material in the sensor. The color
reading in a colorimetric sensing device is subjective. Because of this, accurate sensing across a
long pH range is challenging due to interpretation errors. This makes colorimetric mostly suitable
for rough measurements and fast readings. To tackle this subjective sensing method, a method
using a smartphone application which analyzes the color of the sensor is proposed [30].

Potentiometric and amperometric sensing methods are fast; however, both require the
construction of a relatively complicated setup containing two or more electrodes. The electrodes
may need to be coated with enzymes to be correctly modified for sensing capabilities.

Conductometric sensing is a simplified measuring technique and is not selective towards specific
ions using a CP sensor without surface modification [31]. Since conductometric sensing relies on
changes in the structure of a CP, the detection times are relatively long, in the order of seconds or
minutes [32]. Objective reading can be done making it an accurate analyzation method [33].

pH biosensing can be performed on all physiological fluids. The target pH biosensing application
will depict which measurement method is best suited. Recent work on pH biosensing has been
done by Unger et al. [34] on a temporary tattoo sweat pH sensor. Sweat pH was measured by
screen printed PEDOT:PSS on a pH dependent swelling hydrogel. Sweat pH sensing gives
relevant health information as the composition can be directly correlated to that of blood [35].
Skin-attachable colorimetric pH sweat pH biosensors are also proposed [36].

The determination of pH in saliva can help establish dental health. Miniaturized pH sensors open
the possibility for measurement of pH in small-volume liquids. This is especially for pH sensing
in physiological fluids where low sample volumes can be extracted. A potentiometric
miniaturized pH sensor for these situations was proposed by J.H. Yoon et al. [37].

The sensing method is depicted from the desired CP combined with the targeted pH biosensing
application [38]. One of the main challenges in physiological pH sensing in recent years has been
monitoring the pH of wounds. The pH of wounds changes as a result of different stages of wound
healing. The pH of regular skin is around 5 [39]. A low skin pH is beneficial for its function as a
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barrier against bacteria and microflora. When a wound or cut occurs, the underlying tissue is
exposed. This underlying tissue has a significantly higher pH to facilitate bodily functions
normally protected by skin. Therefore, an initial wound occurrence leads to an increase to neutral
pH, in the region of pH 7 [40]. When a wound normally heals, the pH drops to the regular healthy
skin pH range where bacterial growth is inhibited (Figure 6) [41]. If the pH of a wound jumps to
between 7.2-8.9 instead of decreasing, it is classified as a chronic wound [40]. Monitoring the pH
of a wound gives crucial information about the healing process. Constant monitoring simplifies
the identification of a chronic wound. Besides, the required treatment for chronic wounds, like
applying slightly acidic pH meshes onto the wound, can be initiated in an earlier stage of the
wound healing process [42].

Figure 6: Propagation of the wound healing process over time with the corresponding pH response.
Chronic wounds are shown to have a stable significantly higher pH. Where usual wound healing takes no
longer than a month. Reproduced from E.M. Jones et al. [43].

Current pH sensing devices applied for wounds pH monitoring are not tailored for the specific use
and therefore complicate real-time continuous monitoring. Because of this, wound pH monitoring
is rarely done in practice for the healing of a (chronic) wound [43]. Wound pH measuring studies
are mostly performed using conventional probal glass pH meters which only measure pH on the
surface of one specific spot [44]. Wound dressings applied onto chronic wounds can alter the pH
of wounds and benefit the speed of the wound healing process [45]. There has been a variety of
studies proposing alternative pH monitoring sensor options for wound healing applications. These
have been mainly focussed around metal-oxide particles incorporated in (electrospun) polymeric
fiber structures. The main drawbacks posed by the use of metal-oxide nanoparticles for
electrochemical sensing however are its biocompatibility concerns as well as poor long-term
stability [2,3]. The poor long-term stability especially is a concern for wound fluid monitoring
since sensing over longer periods of time (weeks) is required (Figure 6).

The use of CP materials for sensing can fill in the application gaps present from metal-oxide
particle based sensing where CP materials are biocompatible and provide better stability in its
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sensing capability [4]. Performing conductometric electrochemical sensing is a pathway to
provide accurate pH measurements for CP materials. The downside of the longer detection times
in conductometric sensing is irrelevant for the monitoring of pH in wound healing applications
since no fast measurements are required.

For biomedical applications, the analyte materials are predominantly aqueous liquids in the pH
5-9 range [46]. For a CP to be sensitive to pH, the pKa and pKb values need to be in line with the
target application pH range. pKa is defined as the acid dissociation constant of a material. pKa
values are derived from the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:

𝑝𝐻 = 𝑝𝐾
𝑎

+ 𝑙𝑜𝑔( [𝐴−]
[𝐻𝐴] ) (equation 1)

pKb, the basic dissociation constant is derived from the pKa values. Although the actual values
might differ, the theoretically definition is given as:

𝑝𝐾
𝑏

= 14 − 𝑝𝐾
𝑎

(equation 2)

The pKa value defines the pH where a dissociation to conjugated base of 50% is achieved. The
pKb is referred to as the pH value where 50% of the material is dissociated to a conjugated acid.
For sensing purposes, a constant change in signal is required in order to accurately sense a pH
difference. For this reason, performing pH measurements in between the pKa and pKb values is
ideal [47]. pH sensing at pKa or pKb values can greatly impact the resistance measurements and
decrease the detection accuracy because of pronounced structural changes [48].
A list compiling oCVD compatible conductive polymers is constructed with the relevant
properties for pH sensing (table 2). From the information in table 2, it can be seen that the option
showing the highest potential to cover the full pH range for wound healing (pH 5-9) is
polypyrrole. Besides, polypyrrole is seemingly biocompatible [49]. This greatly simplifies the
processing requirements for real-world polypyrrole sensing applications since no surface
modification is needed to include polypyrrole in a biomedical sensing device.
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Monomer Structure pKa pKb

Aniline 5.5
[50]

9.3 [51]

3,4-ethylenedio
xythiophene

6.4
[52]

7.6
(equation 2)

Thiophene 3.03
[53]

8.5 [54]

Pyrrole 2-4
[48]

9-11 [55]

Table 2: Relevant pKa and pKb parameters essential for pH sensing of the corresponding conducting
polymers. Table is limited to proven oCVD compatible monomers.

The bipolaron structure of the polypyrrole (PPy) chain (Figure 2: c) is sensitive to deprotonation
which reduces the bipolaron monomer unit complexes. This process also incurs dedoping of the
polymer chains, limiting the charge carrying ability of the backbone of the chain (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Deprotonation of the bipolaron polypyrrole structure to form reduced, non-conducting PPy
monomer units.

The deprotonation and combined dedoping of the PPy conjugated chains leads to a structure
where only neutral monomer units are present. This drastically reduces the conductivity of the
PPy chains and the ability to carry the charge across the polymer system [23]. The polaron and
bipolaron systems allow optical transitions between the valence and conduction bands which are
not allowed in the neutral polypyrrole energy-level diagram (Figure 8) [56].

Figure 8: Allowed optical transitions for polaron states in polypyrrole (a) and bipolaron states (b). It is
important to note that the polaron state has 3 allowed optical transitions where the bipolaron state has 2.
This explains delocalization of bipolaron increasing conductive properties. Reproduced from J.H. Kaufman
et al..

As the pKa and pKb values for polypyrrole suggest (table 2), this deprotonation reaction is
dependent on the pH of the environment the PPy is subjected to. The change in conductivity that
is measured on the PPy thin film is a function of the pH of the analyte that it is exposed to. The
research described in this report aims to analyze the structural changes of the deprotonation of
PPy as a result of exposure to different pH. Furthermore, the correlation between the
deprotonation and dedoping mechanisms from pH solution exposure are analyzed. The
conductometric biosensing performance of the PPy material is examined for several sensing
performance parameters to display the potential of oCVD prepared PPy thin-film materials for
wound fluid pH applications.

Materials and methods

2.1. Materials
oCVD of PPy was performed using pyrrole, purchased from TCI Chemicals. The antimony
pentachloride (SbCl5) oxidant for the oCVD process was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Both
reagents for oCVD were used as purchased, without further purification.
Polycarbonate sheets were used for oCVD of PPy as substrates and were acquired from Mayku,
London. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, Mw= 31.000-50.000 g/mol, CAS: 9002-89-5) and
polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Mw= 150.000 g/mol, CAS: 25014-41-9) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. DMF solvent was acquired from Sigma Aldrich and used without any further
modification as well. Silicon wafers (  University Wafers Inc, Boston, USA, one side polished, 525
+/− 25 µm thickness) and glass slides (Knittel Glass, 76 × 26 mm dimension) were used as
substrates for depositing PPy and were used for further structural analysis.
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pH solutions were prepared from MilliQ water with hydrogen chloride (HCl) and sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) purchased from Sigma Aldrich used with no further purification. This method
leads to the presence of neutralization salts in the pH solutions. A calibrated Mettler Toledo pH
meter was used to get to exact pH values for the solutions prepared.

2.2. Substrate independence
Recent research by S.M. Rumrill et al. [57] examined the differences in coating onto substrates
with different wetting properties by iCVD. Differences in conformality of the deposited coating
were found to be dependent on the reaction kinetics. In this research, PAN (hydrophobic) and
PVA (hydrophilic) substrates were used for their significantly different surface energies. oCVD
deposition of PPy is performed and subsequent deposition differences were analyzed.

Spin Coating
Spin coating is used to produce solid thin films from polymer solutions. In this research, it is used
to produce thin films out of PAN and PVA. PAN solution (10 wt.% in DMF) and PVA solution
(15 wt.% in H2O at 80℃) were used for spin coating. Spin coating is a method to produce
uniform thin films by exploiting the centrifugal force of the spinning of the substrate. The liquid
solution of PAN or PVA was applied onto the center of a glass microscopic slide. The
microscopic slide is rapidly spun where uniform thin films of polymer are created when the
solvent evaporates from the surface. The spinning speed influences the thickness of the resulting
polymer thin film after spin coating (A1). A Laurell WS-650-23B spin coater was utilized.

2.3. Sensing material production
The polypyrrole layer is applied onto the substrate surface by oCVD. The oCVD principle, its
advantages and applications are thoroughly described in section 1.2. The solid film substrates are
solid sheets of polycarbonate cut into rectangular shapes of desired sizes (A2). Using Kapton
masking tape, a designated area for PPy deposition was made. This material is used for its robust
mechanical properties as well as high impact and chemical resistance. Besides, it provides
sufficient adhesion for the oCVD deposition of polypyrrole [58]. The nanofibrous substrate is
produced by electrospinning (Figure 9).

Electrospinning
Electrospinning is a production technique for the formation of nanofibers. polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
is used for its hydrophobic properties which provide aqueous stability in bodily fluid pH sensing
[59]. PAN is dissolved in a solvent (DMF) and continuously pumped into a needle gauge. At a
distance above the needle, a collection surface is placed. A voltage is applied onto the liquid at
the needle tip. The voltage charges the liquid which is the driving force for the formation of a
Taylor cone. At the correct parameters for electrospinning, an undisrupted nanojet is formed
(Figure 9). The charged jet is collected onto a collection surface where, due to jet whipping, these
fibers are oriented in a random fashion. Several factors influence the type of nanofibers created
and the corresponding jet formation. These factors include: polymer-to-solvent ratio,
tip-to-collector distance, voltage applied and flow rate of the polymer solution [60]. Mean fiber
diameters for produced nanofibers through electrospinning were calculated as a result of diameter
analysis of 100 fibers for each sample. The parameters giving the thickest fiber diameter were
taken as the appropriate electrospinning parameters to minimize the risk for oCVD to ‘crush’ the
fibers. It should be noted that temperature and relative humidity generally have a significant
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effect on the fiber diameter and fiber properties obtained. Day-to-day measurements may vary
[61].

Figure 9: Electrospinning process where a voltage is applied onto a liquid. A Taylor cone is formed
followed by a jet formation. The subsequent whipping jet is collected onto a collection plate which results
in formation of randomly oriented nanofibers.

2.4. Structural Analysis
In this research, the structural changes in the PPy film as a result of pH solution exposure are
analyzed using a variety of analytical techniques.

Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis)
UV-Vis analysis measures the amount of light absorbed by a sample at wavelengths in the
UV-Visible spectrum ranging from 300-800 nm. This research uses an Agilent Cary 60 UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer. For CP’s, UV-Vis analysis gives information about the optical absorption
transitions and corresponding energy levels within the bandgap (Figure 8). The absorption bands
positions and intensity of the spectrum allow analysis of the doping/dedoping processes in the CP
sample as well as the protonation and deprotonation [62]. UV-Vis spectroscopy is based on the
combination of the Beer and Faraday laws.

𝐴 = 𝑄ε
𝑛𝐹𝑆

(Equation 3)

(A being the optical absorbance, Q the charge consumed, the molar extinction coefficient, n the numberε
of electrons, F the Faraday constant and S the surface area.)
the optical absorbance is directly proportional to the charge (Equation 3).
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Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)
IR light affects the dipole moment in molecules and subsequently its vibrational energy. Specific
functional groups absorb specific wavelengths of IR radiation since all have different atoms and
bond strengths. FT-IR is used to analyze these characteristic functional groups and atomic bonds
[63]. With this, the characteristic PPy peaks and band areas can be located and the changes in
these bands as a result of pH solution exposure can be analyzed.
IR-radiation is emitted and passed through a sample. The non-absorbed IR-radiation is detected as
an interferogram and using Fourier-Transform mathematics, this is converted into absorbance as a
function of the wavelength. A Shimadzu IR tracer-100 is used. Spectra were taken using a
Happ-Genzel apodization taking 128 scans at a resolution of 4 cm-1.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
Soft x-rays are focussed onto a solid sample. Subsequent emitted electrons as a result of these soft
x-rays are analyzed by their energy. Every element has a unique spectrum of emitted electrons
and can therefore be located. XPS analysis obtains a plot of detected electrons versus their kinetic
energy. The environments of an element have considerable influence on the related peak shape
and position. Therefore, XPS can give significant information about the chemical state of an
element and the ratio [64]. This is especially useful for exact analysis of the deprotonation
process described in Figure 7 which occurs as a result of pH exposure for PPy.
XPS was performed with a Surface Science SSX-100 ESCA instrument with a monochromatic Al
Kα X-ray source (hν =1486.6 eV) where the pressure in the analysis chamber was below 5×10-9

mbar. The electron take-off angle was set to 37o relative to the surface normal, and the analyzed
spot had a diameter of 1000 μm. To prevent charging effects, a gold grid was positioned ≈1 mm
above the sample to create secondary electrons to neutralize the positive charge on the surface
after photoemission. The survey spectra and detailed spectra of the C1s, N1s, Cl2p, and Sb3d core
levels were recorded with an energy resolution of 1.3 eV. The sp2 C1s photoemission peak of the
PPy coatings at a binding energy (BE) of 284.2 eV was used as the reference for the binding
energies [20]. The reported binding energies have an accuracy of ± 0.1 eV. Analysis of the XPS
data was performed using the least-squares curve-fitting program, Winspec (LISE laboratory,
University of Namur, Belgium), which involved subtracting a Shirley baseline and fitting with a
minimum number of peaks; the peak profile was a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian
functions. To check the uniformity of the samples, measurements were taken at two distinct spots
on each sample. The uncertainty in the peak intensity determination was within 2 % for all core
levels reported.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
To analyze the nanofibers produced by the electrospinning method, SEM is used. An electron
beam is focussed onto a sample surface through a set of lenses. An SEM image is produced by
performing backscattered electron-imaging. The material at which the electron beam is focussed
absorbs part of the electrons and an amount is scattered back. The electrons that are scattered
back are analyzed by a detector where different materials and atoms have different electron
backscattering properties.

Besides backscattering electrons, another type of electrons are analyzed. These are called
secondary electrons. Secondary electrons originate from inelastic interactions between the
electron beam and sample [65]. These electrons have lower energy than the backscattering
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electrons. Secondary electrons provide information about the topography and morphology of the
surface of a sample at nanometer scale.

2.5. Sensor Performance
The sensor performance results will be conveyed using International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) defined definitions as much as possible. An array of components is essential
for the evaluation of the performance of a PPy layer as a conductometric pH sensing device. The
different performance metrics and corresponding definitions are explained in table (Table 3).
A number of experiments are required to accurately depict the pH sensing performance metrics of
the sensor material. For conductometric sensing analysis both a 4-point probe sheet resistance
meter (Ossila four-point probe) and 2-point probe resistance digital multimeter (DMM) was used.
A 4-point probe sheet resistance meter measures the sheet resistance of a material. This technique
is therefore limited to solid-film surfaces and substrates. It has four probes in a line equally
spaced apart. All four probes are in contact with a film surface of the material desired to be
measured. A current (I) is applied between the outer two probes with the corresponding voltage
drop as a result of this current is measured on the inner two probes ( (Figure 10) [66].∆𝑉)

Figure 10: A 4-point probe sheet resistance meter contacting a solid film substrate. The outer two probes
apply a current and the inner two probes measure a resulting voltage drop.

Sheet resistance can be calculated from the current applied and change in voltage measured.

𝑅
𝑠

= 4. 53236 ∆𝑉
𝐼

(Equation 4)

When the thickness of the thin-film layer is known (t), the sheet resistance (Rs) can be used to
find the conductivity.

𝐶 = 1
𝑅

𝑠
· 𝑡

(Equation 5)

PPy film layer thickness can be found by making use of profilometric analysis. In this study,
profilometry is performed using a Bruker DEKTAK profilometer. A scratch is made on the
surface of a PPy thin film such that the substrate is exposed. A sensitive needle is dragged along
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the PPy film surface as well as the exposed scratch. The difference between the two depicts the
deposited film layer thickness.

The sheet resistance is used for sensor analysis purposes using the change in resistance divided by
the resistance of the blank to normalize the obtained result.

Response =
𝑅

0
−𝑅

𝑚

𝑅
0

(Equation 6)

A 4-point probe resistance meter is unsuitable for continuous time dependent measurements since
it can not measure the resistance in-situ when the sensing sample is exposed to a pH solution.
Time dependent continuous measurements are crucial for certain performance metrics like
detection time (Table 3). In these circumstances, a 2-point probe DMM resistance meter is
utilized (Figure 11). Copper wires attached to the PPy material and 2-point probe provide the
possibility for continuous in-situ measurements. The resistance is always measured along the path
of the least resistance [67]. Since the resistance of the PPy material is lower than the resistance of
the solutions it is exposed to, this method is deemed valid (A3). Standard deviations were
retrieved from the resistance measurements by performing 50 measurement repeats.

Figure 11: Set up used for continuous resistance measurements for determination of detection time,
recovery time and drift (Table 3). Copper wires are attached to a sensing test strip by silver paint and
further secured using copper tape. These wires are attached to a DMM device which measures the
resistance of the system.

Sensor performance metric Measuring method Unit (symbol)

Limit of detection (IUPAC) [68]3 · σ
𝑆𝐷

 pH unit (LOD)
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Detection time 𝑡
𝐷

:  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 90% 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 
(IUPAC) [69]

Seconds (𝑡
𝐷

)

Recovery time 𝑡
𝑅

:  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 90% 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 
(IUPAC) [69]

Seconds ( )𝑡
𝑅

Sensitivity (FDA) [70]5 · σ
𝑆𝐷

pH unit (LLOQ)

Drift (IUPAC) [71]
∆ ∆𝑅

𝑅
0

∆𝑡

(drift)Ω
𝑚𝑖𝑛

Table 3: Key pH sensor performance metrics, corresponding measurement definitions and units related to
the performance metric defined.

2.6. Research Aim
This research aims to analyze the substrate independence of oCVD by varying the surface energy
of substrates, namely: PAN (hydrophobic, high in energy) and PVA (hydrophilic, low in energy).
Both PAN and PVA substrates were produced by spin coating onto a glass microscopic slide.
Using profilometry (section 2.5), the thickness of these substrates before and after oCVD
deposition of PPy was examined. The oCVD deposition of PPy was done in the same reaction run
to analyze the differences. Switching the position of the substrate inside the reaction chamber is
done to remove the influence of the reaction chamber position dependency of the deposition rate.
Because oCVD is deemed to be a plug-flow type reaction process, the thickness of the PPy
deposition is dependent on the position of the substrate in the reaction chamber [72].
The performance of the electrical resistance response of PPy due to pH induced stimuli is aimed
to be characterized according to a set of performance metrics. PPy shows great potential to be
used in (bio)sensing devices due to its ideal pH sensitive range for physiological pH sensing. The
potential for improved processability oCVD PPy to be implemented into sensor devices is aimed
to be displayed from the performance metrics and put into context regarding other state-of-the-art
pH sensing devices.
PPy structural changes as a result of pH induced stimuli result in a changing electrical
conductivity observed by the electrical resistance changes. The exact structural changes are aimed
to be analyzed using a variety of analytical methods. The contribution of different units in the PPy
structure and the structural changes occurring are aimed to be correlated with the electrical
resistance changes.

Results and Discussion

3.1. oCVD substrate independence
The substrate dependance of the oCVD of PPy was investigated by the deposition rate of PPy on
substrates with varying surface energies. Figure 12 shows the deposition rate of oCVD PPy on a
hydrophilic PVA surface and a hydrophobic PAN substrate. The results indicate that the oCVD of
PPy does not occur preferentially on a surface with different surface energies, thus, suggesting the
substrate independence of the vapor phase processing.Standard deviations are relatively large
which could be attributed to two effects:
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- Spin coating conformality is imperfect which results in a thickness error before oCVD.
- oCVD is deemed to be a plug-flow reaction process, the thickness of the PPy deposition

is dependent on the positions of the substrate in the reaction chamber.
Previous research by Rumrill et. al. [57] reported similar observations attesting to the substrate
independence of iCVD - a closely analogous vapor phase processing technique as oCVD,
supporting our analysis.
The proof that there is no dependence of substrate on the thickness of the PPy deposition
obtained helps with analyzing the thickness and subsequent conductivity of the sensing materials
produced (Equation 5). The thickness of the PPy layer is only dependent on the oCVD reaction
parameters.

Figure 12: Influence of surface energies of the substrates on oCVD deposition rate and subsequent oCVD
thickness. P1 and P2 are two different places inside the reaction chamber where the substrates were placed.

3.2. UV-Vis Analysis
oCVD deposited thin-films on quartz substrates were used for UV-Vis analysis. UV-Vis gives
information about the optical band gap transitions. The protonation/ deprotonation of the PPy thin
film as well as the dopant concentration can be deduced from the position of these bands as well
as the absorbance intensity observed. The long-term effect of the exposure of a (type 2 oCVD
produced) PPy thin film to an aqueous solution was analyzed by UV-Vis (Figure 13). Two broad
absorption bands can be observed in the spectrum. The π-π* - transition between the valence and
conduction bands can be observed at 350-550 nm wavelengths. This transition corresponds to a
transition which is only present in the polaron and bipolaron states of the PPy (Figure 8) [73]. The
broad band at higher wavelengths (600-800 nm) can be allocated to the presence of bipolarons
where it is the transition from the valence band to the closest bipolaron transition state [74].
Bipolarons are produced in-situ in the oCVD process which can be seen from the non-exposed
PPy thin-film having a strong absorption band in the 600-800 nm region. Bipolarons are produced
in-situ through the oCVD process including Cl– dopant anion. Because of this, there is a direct
correlation between the dopant concentration and the bipolarons present in the PPy chain.
Therefore, the doping concentration in the PPy chains can be correlated to the intensity of the
bipolaron optical transition band visible in the UV-Vis spectrum [75].
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It should be noted that a red-shift transition in the peak of the π-π* - transition band shifts to lower
wavelengths with increasing aqueous solution exposure time (purple line, Figure 13). This is
attributed to the decrease in conjugation length with increasing exposure time. The decrease in
absorption intensity reflects the decrease in π-π* - transition activity. The 600-800 nm transition
band allocated to the bipolarons present in the PPy chains shows a clear trend where the
absorbance intensity decreases with increasing aqueous exposure time. The results indicate that
the concentration as well as the amount of bipolarons in the PPy chains is decreasing with
increasing aqueous solution exposure time [76]. The decrease in the concentration of bipolarons
decreases the conductivity of the PPy thin film and is a result of the deprotonation of the
polypyrrole chains due to aqueous exposure (Figure 7) [77].

Figure 13: UV-Vis spectrum of oCVD PPy exposed to an aqueous (pH 7) solution. Spectra taken at time
points of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 20 hours. Purple line showing the red-shift in the position of the π-π* - transition
band with increasing time.

Besides the long-term exposure of oCVD PPy to neutral pH, the effect of different pH solutions
on the optical transition bands observed by UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis was examined
(Figure 14). The results show again the characteristic PPy optical transition bands at 350-550 nm
in addition to the bipolaron 600-800 transition. A drastic decrease in absorbance intensity of both
the characteristic bands with increasing pH can be observed. Similar to the results from Figure 13
for oCVD PPy, a red-shift is observed when exposing oCVD PPy to increasing pH: The π-π* -
transition band position shifts to lower wavelength.
The drastic decrease in absorbance at both the 350-550 π-π* - transition as well as the 600-800 nm
bipolaron transition can be explained by the pKa and pKb of PPy and the corresponding
deprotonation (Table 2). A minor recovery in absorbance intensity in both the π-π* - transition
band as well as the bipolaron band is observed when, after stepwise exposure to pH 5-9, the PPy
thin film is exposed to pH 5 again (purple spectrum, Figure 14). This recovery showcases the
reversibility of the deprotonation corresponding to the bipolaron units in the PPy chains.
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Figure 14: oCVD PPy exposed to different pH solutions for equal times (15 minutes). pH 5 (2) being
exposure to pH 5 after it has been exposed to all previous solutions.

The band gap energies corresponding to the PPy thin-film exposed to different pH were found
from Tauc plots constructed from UV-Vis data from Figure 14 (A11). The band gap energies for
the PPy thin-film are shown in Table 4. An increase in the optical band gap energy is observed for
increasing pH exposure. This trend is in agreement with the observed increase in electrical
resistance with increasing pH.

Type of exposure Band gap energy

Blank (control) 3.5 eV

pH 5 3.5 eV

pH 6 3.6 eV

pH 7 3.7 eV

pH 8 3.7 eV

pH 9 3.7 eV

pH 5 (2nd) 3.7 eV

Table 4: Band gap energies at different pH exposures of oCVD PPy found from a linear fit of the Tauc plots
constructed from the UV-Vis data in Figure 14 (A11).

3.3. FT-IR Analysis
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Ultra-thin coatings of PPy were deposited via oCVD. Figure 15 shows the FT-IR spectrum of
pristine, as deposited PPy. Figure 15 shows the FT-IR spectrum of an as-deposited oCVD PPy
thin-film on an IR-transparent silicon wafer. The band allocated for the absorption spectrum in
Figure 15 can be found in Table 5 [23,78,79].

Figure 15: Graphical representation of the full FT-IR spectrum of pristine PPy. The analysis of deprotonation
will focus on the 1550 cm-1 (C=C/C-C) absorption band and the 1475 cm-1 (C-N/C-C) absorption.

Band Position (cm-1) Assignment

1550* C=C/C-C

1475* C-N/C-C

1295 C-H bending (in-plane)

1168 Ring breathing

1093 N-H+ deformation

1040 C-H bending (in-plane)

965 Cl– dopant

915 C-H bending

Table 5: FT-IR peak assignment corresponding to pristine as deposited oCVD PPy. absorption bands
marked with (*) shows the characteristic bands corresponding to PPy.

A blue-shift is observed for almost all peaks with increasing pH (A12). This is due to the
shortening of the conjugation length resulting from increasing pH solution exposure. Shortening
of conjugation length of the PPy chains impacts the electrical resistance of the thin-film [80]. The
absorbance intensity of the 965 cm-1 chloride dopant peak decreases with increasing pH it is
exposed to. This suggests a dedoping of bipolaron units in the PPy chain. Dedoping and
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deprotonation are directly correlated which indicates a corresponding deprotonation [75]. This is
in line with the observed increase in electrical resistance of the PPy thin-film with increasing pH.

A splitting of the C=C/C-C absorption band is observed in the PPy FT-IR spectrum when exposed
to pH solutions (Figure 16). Previous literature reports have not observed or described this
absorption band splitting phenomenon, the distinguishing of the peak rarely transpires [81–84]. It
is suggested the observed peak splitting is the influence of the polaron and bipolaron
contributions to the FT-IR spectrum. Bipolarons and polarons have different relative conjugation
lengths due to the differences in the ability to hop across the PPy chains [85]. Bipolaron
conjugation length is limited to four monomer units where polarons can extend over up to 50
pyrrole monomer units [10,86]. The bipolaron absorption can be positioned at higher
wavenumbers due to the shorter conjugation length [87]. This effect is visible in Figure 16 where
the polaron contribution to the C=C/C-C absorption band is found at 1530 cm–1. The splitting of
the C=C/C-C absorption band due to bipolaron and polaron contributions is extremely severe.
The severity of this phenomenon indicate that distinctive properties related to the production
method (oCVD) of PPy have an effect. oCVD produced PPy has a significantly higher
conjugation length of the polymer chains [20]. Besides, the doping concentration, and
consequently the bipolaron and polaron concentration in the chains is relatively high. This results
in a high amount of polarons being able to extend over more pyrrole monomer units. As the PPy
chains are deprotonated, the relative intensity of the 1550 cm–1 (bipolaron) absorption band
decreases making the relative contribution of the polaron absorption more pronounced.

Figure 16: Peak deconvolution of the FT-IR spectrum of oCVD PPy subjected to pH 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 1550
cm-1 and 1475 cm-1 absorption bands corresponding to the C=C/C-C and C-N/C-C absorption bands. PPy
The appearance of a new polaron related band at 1530 cm-1 becomes more apparent at higher pH.
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A correlation between the conductivity and the ratio between the intensity of the C=C/C-C (1550
cm–1) and C-N/C-C (1475 cm–1) absorption bands has been proposed by Tian and Zerbi [88]. The
resistance increase is proportional to the ratio of the intensity of the two absorption bands, the
effective conjugation coordinate (ECC) [89]. Since the conjugation length is related to the
conductivity, the ECC can be inversely correlated to the conjugation length of the PPy chains.
This concept has been widely used in other works on PPy [90].

ECC = (A1550 cm-1 /A1475 cm-1) (Equation 7)

Figure 17 shows the increase in the effective conjugation coordinate (black) with increasing pH
solution exposure in line with the increase in resistance trend found in Figure 25. The observation
of the polaron absorption band at 1530 cm–1 follows a trend where the relative ratio between the
bipolaron and polaron absorption is proportional to the electrical resistance as well. This
phenomenon is examined by a parameter newly defined as effective polaron contribution (EPC).

EPC = A1530 cm-1 /(A1550 cm-1 + A1530 cm-1 ) (· 100%) (Equation 8)

The increase in EPC as a function of the pH the PPy thin-film is exposed to is visualized in
Figure 17 (red).

Figure 17: Increase of the ECC (Equation 7) as a function of pH exposure (black). Increase of the EPC as a
function of pH exposure is visualized in red (Equation 8).

3.4. XPS Analysis

PPy thin-films were produced through oCVD using type 2 PPy production parameters on glass
substrates. A pristine (non-exposed) PPy thin-film e was used as a control where samples exposed
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to different pH solutions (5, 8 and 11) were analyzed for deprotonation. Figure 18 shows the
survey spectra where the control shows the presence of all characteristic PPy constituent elements
(C, N and Cl-dopant) as well as the residual oxidant used for oCVD production in the form of
antimony. A small presence of O was detected which originates from overoxidation of the PPy
rings during the oxidative polymerization process [20]. No observation of the Si element was seen
suggesting that the PPy thin-film was conformally deposited onto the glass substrate. After
exposure to pH solution, the presence of antimony in the system decreased significantly
(Figure 18).

Figure 18: XPS survey spectra for oCVD deposited PPy thin-film on glass substrates. Spectra shown as
deposited (bottom) and exposed to pH 5, 8 and 11. Produced by H. Hemmatpour.

The stoichiometric analysis involved collecting detailed core level spectra of C1s, N1s, O1s,
Sb3d, and Cl2p for all samples. The corresponding atomic percentages in the probed volume is
presented in Table 1. The atomic percentages of Sb and Cl exhibited a significant decrease with
exposure to pH. The atomic percentage of Sb, decreased from 8.8 at.% in the pristine sample to
0.1-0.3 at.% with the pH exposed samples. This decline indicates that the impurities from the
doping agent (SbCl5) present at the pristine PPy sample from the oCVD PPy deposition process
are washed off in pH solution. Besides, the atomic percentage of Cl decreases from 7.1 at.% in
the pristine sample to 0.2-1.8 at.% in pH exposed samples. This indicates a deprotonation process
where dopant anions are correlated to the deprotonation of the PPy chains [75,91].
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PPy samples Atomic percentage ((±2 at.%)

C N O Sb Cl

Pristine 64.6 12.7 6.8 8.8 7.1

pH 5 77.6 8.8 12.3 0.2 1.0

pH 8 76.7 11.1 10.1 0.3 1.8

pH 11 79.1 10.7 9.9 0.1 0.2

Table 6: Chemical composition on the surface of oCVD deposited PPy thin-films on glass substrates. Table
showing the pristine PPy sample as well as PPy exposed to pH 5, 8 and 11.

The detailed XPS spectra of the N1s core level region of PPy exposed to different pH can be
found in Figure 19. All spectra exhibit an asymmetrical peak where four components are used for
a fit. The main peak located at a binding energy (BE) of 399.7 eV (red, Figure 19) is attributed to
the -NH- species in the pyrrole ring (Figure 2) [20]. The other components at a BE of 397.7 eV
(green), 401.2 eV (blue) and 402.6 eV (cyan) result from C=N, C-N+, and C=N+ nitrogen species.
From Figure 19, it can be seen that as the pH the PPy is exposed to increases, the contribution of
the peak associated with C=N nitrogen species becomes more pronounced. The intensity of the
components attributed to positively charged nitrogen decreases. When combined, the relative
percentage of the positively charged nitrogen species (C-N+ and C=N+) decrease from 23.7 % to
18 %. The relative percentage of C=N species increases from 8.8 % to 19.4 % with increasing pH
exposure from 5 to 11. This suggests that the oCVD produced PPy thin-films charge
concentration decreases when exposed to increasing pH. This observed structural change is in line
with the pKa and pKb values for PPy where a deprotonation effect is expected which becomes
more severe with increasing pH (Figure 7). The N1s XPS results indicate that the nitrogen species
undergo deprotonation at increasing pH exposure.
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Figure 19: XPS spectra of the N1s core level region of oCVD deposited PPy thin-films on glass substrates
after exposure to pH 5, 8 and 11. Produced by H. Hemmatpour.

The C1s core level XPS spectra of the oCVD produced PPy thin films shown in Figure 20 shows
the presence of at least five distinct chemical species. The major contribution to the C1s line,
identified at a BE of 284.2 eV (purple), is assigned to sp2 C=C species [20]. Besides, three other
components at BEs of 285.1 eV (red), 286.1 eV (green) and 287.3 eV (cyan) are designated to
C-N (pyrrole N), C-O/C-N+/C=N, and C=O/C=N+ carbon species [92]. Another peak observed at
a BE of 289.2 eV (orange) can be assigned to a shake-up [92]. When the PPy thin films on glass
substrates are exposed to pH 5 to 11, the relative intensity of the C-N component increases from
27.0 % to 31.0 %. This change is consistent with the interpretation of N1s core level spectra
where more neutral PPy chains are expected to form due to deprotonation when it is exposed to
increasing pH (Figure 7).
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Figure 20: XPS spectra of the C1s core level region of oCVD deposited PPy thin films after exposure to pH
5, 8 and 11. Produced by H. Hemmatpour.

The Cl2p core level spectra for the oCVD deposited PPy thin films on a glass substrate can be
seen in Figure 21. As shown in Figure 21 (a), the pristine PPy control sample, the spectrum
requires three components for a satisfactory fit; the one at a BE of 197.4 eV (olive green) is
assigned to the Cl anion, the component peaked at a BE of 198.4 eV (green) corresponds to
Cl–N+ and the signal at a BE of 199.9 eV (pink) is assigned to the covalent Cl-carbon (C-Cl)
bond [20]. The Cl-N+ species acts as an intermediary in the charge transfer process between the
PPy backbone and chloride anions, and has a significant impact on the conductivity of the PPy
thin-film [93]. Subsequently, with increasing pH exposure, it can be seen that the intensity of the
part assigned to this component significantly diminishes. This is due to the deprotonation process
which results in the loss of HCl molecules from the PPy chains and falls in line with the observed
increase in resistance response with increasing pH (Figure 25). Additionally, a decrease in the
atomic percentage of Cl anions present is observed with increasing pH. After exposure to a pH 11
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solution, the chlorine in the sample is primarily forming of C-Cl bonds, suggesting that the charge
of the PPy thin film is compensated through the deprotonation process.

Figure 21: XPS spectra of the Cl2p core level region of PPy coatings after exposure to pH 5, 8 and 11.
Graph produced by H. Hemmatpour.

3.5. Sensing Material Performance

Sensing Material Construction
To analyze the optimal chemical composition of PPy thin-film layer for pH sensing, two types of
PPy were oCVD deposited where the bipolaron and dopant concentration was changed. This was
done by changing the so-called ‘reactant ratio’ for the PPy deposition. The reactant ratio (RR) is
the ratio of the flow rate between the monomer and oxidant. The RR influences the doping and
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bipolaron concentration of the PPy chains [20]. The parameters used for oCVD reactions to
deposit the conducting PPy layer onto the substrate are summarized Table 7. The divergent
concentrations of bipolarons and corresponding doping in the PPy layer allows for a change in the
amount of deprotonation sites present in the PPy chains (Figure 22). These differences have a
significant effect on the electrical resistance response of the PPy film as a result of pH induced
stimuli.

oCVD reaction parameters Type 1 PPy Type 2 PPy

Reaction temperature 40℃ 40℃

Pyrrole monomer flow rate 2.50 sccm 2.50 sccm

SbCl5oxidant flow rate 0.25 sccm 0.50 sccm

N2 patch-flow rate 10 sccm 10 sccm

Deposition pressure 300 mTorr 300 mTorr

Deposition time 60 min 60 min

Table 7: oCVD parameters used for the deposition of two different types of PPy onto a polycarbonate
substrate for the pH sensing. Pyrrole and SbCl5 flow rates are altered.

Figure 22: Schematic representation of the differences in deposition of type 1 (R.R. 0.1) and type 2 (R.R.
0.2) PPy. Type 1 is deemed having a lower amount of bipolarons and doping in the PPy chains compared to
type 2 PPy.

In an effort to combine both miniaturizability with increased surface area for improved sensor
performance, Bhattacharyya et al. have exploited the ability of oCVD polymerization to deposit
through the bulk and constructed PEDOT deposited porous nylon nanofiber complexes. These 3D
complexes significantly increase the surface-to-volume ratio of the active sensing layer [94].
Figure 23 shows PAN nanofibers produced using an electrospinning process described in section
2.3. A survey using a variety of parameters was carried out in order to achieve beading-free fibers
of thicknesses appropriate for oCVD (A4) [95].
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Figure 23: Fiber diameter and morphology analysis of (a) uncoated polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers, (b)
oCVD PPy/PAN fiber mats showing a clear increase in fiber diameter after oCVD.

From the data represented in Figure 23, it is observed that the fibers grew in diameter size
suggesting successful oCVD of PPy (A5). Figure 24 shows the stacked FT-IR spectra of PAN,
PAN/PPy fibers and the oCVD PPy spectrum. Arrows are pointed at the characteristic absorption
bands present in the PAN (yellow) and PPy (blue) spectra. All characteristic peaks of both PAN
and PPy are present in the PAN/PPy spectrum (red).
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Figure 24: Comparison of the FT-IR of pure PAN (yellow), PAN/PPy nanofibers produced by
electrospinning and oCVD (red) and oCVD PPy (blue). Characteristic peaks of PAN and PPy can be seen
by purple lines.

Electrical Resistance Response
The performance of the three PPy thin-film pH sensing materials was measured according to the
performance metrics in Table 3. The electrospun complex is not suitable for 4-point probe sheet
resistance measurements due to it having a surface area through the bulk. Therefore, all
performance metrics were calculated from DMM measurements.
The electrical resistance response curves (Equation 6) of all three sensing material types are
compared in Figure 25. Resistance data points were found for pH 5-9. A second-order polynomial
fit to the experimental data (Figure 25) shows the electrical resistance response increases with pH
(A6). This is expected due to the proposed deprotonation of the PPy chains at basic pH according
to the dissociation constants (Table 2). Deprotonation is correlated to an electrical resistance
increase [23].

Figure 25: Comparison of the three types of PPy pH sensing materials produced. Electrical resistance
response vs. pH. RR 0.1 PPy (blue) RR 0.2 PPy (magenta) and fiber constructed PPy/PAN (green).

Limit of detection (LOD) and sensitivity (lower limit of quantification, LLOQ) were calculated
from the standard deviations of the data points found in Figure 25. The standard deviations of the
resistance data for the blank (pH 5 exposed) were used in combination with the data fittings (A6)
to find the LOD and sensitivity.
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Sensor type Limit of Detection Sensitivity

Type 1 0.014 pH unit 0.18 pH unit

Type 2 0.033 pH unit 0.05 pH unit

Type 2 PAN/PPy 0.007 pH unit 0.01 pH unit

Table 8: Table showing the relevant Limit of Detection and Sensitivity performance metrics found
according to the data from Figure 25.

The LOD and LLOQ determination methods are defined by IUPAC and theoretically calculated.
To validate the use of LOD and LLOQ, an experimental approach was used. The electrical
resistance response of type 2 PPy (higher RR) was tested for pH differences of 0.5 and 0.1. The
sensing material was exposed to pH of 5 and 5.5 as well as 5 and 5.1 in alternating fashion. Type
2 PPy can successfully detect an 0.1 pH difference (Figure 26). The response is well within the
range of 3 times the standard deviation which is the definition of LOD (Table 3). Alternating
between pH 5, 5.5 and 8 exposure was performed additionally (A7, A8).

Figure 26: pH response of type 2 PPy sensing material where the response was analyzed alternating
between pH 5 and 5.5 exposure. Subsequently, exposure to pH 5 and 5.1 solutions was performed
alternatingly.

Detection and Recovery Time
The detection and recovery time, as well as the drift performance of all three sensing types
produced were deduced from continuous resistance measurements using a DMM set up
(Figure 11). pH 5 was considered the base point, subsequently increasing the pH in stepwise
fashion, returning to pH 5 exposure before every increase. The continuous resistance measuring
results are shown in Figure 27. The detection and recovery times were calculated from the results
in Figure 27 according to the definitions from section 2.5 (Table 9). Stepwise (pH 5-9) continuous
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resistance measurements without returning to pH 5 were performed additionally for type 1 and
type 2 PPy sensing materials (A9, A10).

Figure 27: Graphical representation of the continuous resistance measurements performed experimentally
using a DMM setup. The pH of the response points are shown for the nanofibrous PAN/PPy material as
well as the electrical resistance response drift.
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Sensor type Detection time (tD) (seconds) Recovery time (tR) (seconds)

Type 1 107 138

Type 2 126 199

Type 2 PAN/PPy 242 335

Table 9: Detection and recovery times associated with pH sensing types resulting from the DMM
measurements in Figure 27, calculated according to the definitions in Table 3.

The continuous electrical resistance experiment results show drastic differences between the
sensing material types (Figure 27). The Type 1 (RR 0.1) PPy curve has the lowest observed drift.
Besides, differences in resistance response between pH 6 to pH 9 are barely observed. The
expected trend of increasing electrical resistance with increasing pH not present. Type 1 curve
shows an overshoot and oscillation observed in electrical resistance when returning to pH 5
exposure from higher pH solutions.
For the type 2 PPy (higher RR), the 4-point probe sheet resistance measurements of Figure 25
shows an increasing resistance response curve with pH. This is in alignment with the hypothesis
that the deprotonation of PPy at increased pH influences the resistance of the PPy thin-film. There
is, however, no observable correlation between the pH the material is exposed to and the
resistance measured. Type 1 PPy (lower RR) has higher response differences compared to Type 2
(higher RR) PPy
For the PPy/PAN fibers, a clear correlation between the pH the sensor is exposed to and the
resistance measured is observed. Although not linear, a response drift can be distinguished
(Figure 27). The PPy/PAN shows better relationship between pH and resistance response and a
higher sensitivity compared to type 2 PPy on a polycarbonate substrate.
It should be noted that there are considerable differences in the order of magnitude of the
resistance response measured (Figure 27). The type 2 PPy sample has a maximum resistance
response of only 15% of that of the electrospun PAN/PPy. This is in accordance with the results
found by Bhattacharyya et al. on oCVD based nanofibrous sensor devices where higher electrical
resistance differences are found for fibrous sensing material [94].
The resistance response of type 1 PPy has significantly higher electrical resistance changes
compared to type 2 PPy. It could be that this is due to the relative amount of bipolaron complexes
present. Figure 22 shows the proposed concentration of bipolaron complexes as well as the
dopant concentration present in the system is significantly lower for type 1 PPy compared to type
2 PPy. A bipolaron unit from the conjugated chain (Figure 7) has a higher relative impact on the
charge carrying capability of the PPy chain in type 1 PPy compared to type 2. Type 2 PPy has a
higher concentration of bipolaron units so that the removal of a bipolaron unit has a less severe
effect on the increase in electrical resistance measured.
For the performance metrics, the drift is not taken into account (Table 9). The type 2 PPy and the
PAN/PPy nanofibrous materials do not show a linear drift response. Therefore, it is not possible
to fit a linear drift curve. Besides, the type 2 PPy continuous resistance curve does not show a
clear correlation between the pH it is exposed to and the resistance measured.
The 4-point probe results for type 2 PPy are in accordance with the expected resistance increase
with pH (Figure 25). In contrast, the continuous curve shows no clear correlation (Figure 27).
Although deemed to be of no influence, the effect of the silver paste and copper tape used in the
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experimental setup of the DMM continuous experiments (Figure 11) needs to be examined
further.

pH Sensing Performance
The performance metrics of the oCVD-based PPy pH sensing materials are compared to current
state-of-the-art literature-described pH biosensing devices. (Table 10). It can be seen that the pH
range is in accordance with the pH range required for biomedical pH sensing. The response time
is relatively slow but satisfactory for continuous pH biosensing in wound healing applications
where fast pH sensing is not required (Figure 6). The PAN/PPy nanofibrous material possesses a
very high-precision pH response where the limit of detection meets standards of state-of-the-art
laboratory glass-electrode pH sensors [96]. The results indicate that vapor phase deposited PPy is
suitable as a pH sensing material having a suitable limit of detection and pH sensing range for
biomedical applications.

Material pH range Response time LOD

PANI [97] 4-7 ~ 60 s -

PANI [98] 5.5-8 ~ 20 s -

PANI [99] 7.5-10.4 - 0.2 pH unit

Glass electrode [100] - - 0.1 pH unit

oCVD PPy (this
work)

5-9 ~ 107 s (type 1 PPy) ~0.007 pH unit
(PAN/PPy)

Table 10: Overview of literature proposed pH biosensors compared to the oCVD PPy thin-film pH
biosensor performance.

Conclusion
The aim of this research was to exploit the characteristics of oCVD processing to overcome the
limitations faced by other polymerization methods used to produce CPs for pH sensing
applications. oCVD can provide increased conjugation length and control over the conjugation
length. Besides, control over the dopant is improved. Furthermore, the processing ability, the
ability to make defect-free ultrathin-films as well as the observed electrical conductivity is
significantly enhanced using oCVD. oCVD processing of CP’s can fill the gaps in biosensing
application areas for pH sensing like wound healing where current devices lack design
workability and applicational use. Polypyrrole was selected because its pH sensing range between
pKa and pKb dissociation constants was best suited for physiological sensing. The use of
polypyrrole thin-films produced by oCVD for pH sensing is examined where the conductometric
performance of three distinctly different sensing materials were analyzed according to a set of
performance metrics. It was found that the precision of the pH response of the PAN/PPy
nanofibrous sensing material meets standards of laboratory-used glass electrode pH meters.
The gap in research in the understanding of the conductivity and corresponding structural changes
in polypyrrole as a result of pH exposure was examined. A unique combination of analysis of the
deprotonation due to pH exposure by UV-Vis, FT-IR and XPS with electrical resistance
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measurements has been performed. An increasing band gap and decreasing conjugation length
have been observed from the UV-Vis analysis. This decreasing conjugation length was further
observed in the FT-IR spectrum. A similar inverse correlation between the dopant and
bipolaron/polaron concentration with the electrical resistance was observed with XPS and FT-IR.
The relation and interchangeability of the bipolarons and polarons is still not well understood.
This research suggests that the decrease in bipolarons due to deprotonation is more severe than
that of polarons. This suggested phenomenon is described by the effective polaron contribution
increase with pH. This is found uniquely in oCVD processed polypyrrole. Experimental data
indicates that this is due to the properties of the oCVD processing where exceptionally high
conjugation length and dopant concentration PPy can be produced. The XPS data shows a
decrease in both the bipolaron and polaron contributions with increasing pH with an increase in
neutral R=N-R corresponding to the deprotonation of bipolaron units. This is further
demonstrated by the decrease in presence of Cl– anions, related to stabilization of
bipolaron/polaron units.

Future Outlook
The improved oCVD processability of CP’s like polypyrrole opens the pathway for use in
specialized sensor equipment tailored for specific (biomedical) sensing requirements. Further
tailoring of oCVD produced PPy thin-films into a specialized pH sensor device for continuous pH
monitoring can be done to serve specific application gaps of current pH monitoring such as
wound healing, urine or sweat. Besides, sensor design and oCVD parameters can be examined to
improve the performance metrics of the sensor. The precision (LOD) of the pH response of
especially the PAN/PPy fibers displays it is able to challenge current glass electrode industrial pH
meters precision. The use of PPy in sensing can be further explored with the detection of other
types of analytes like glucose, glutamine or gasses.
The ratio of the bipolarons and polarons as well as their exact contribution to the deprotonation
needs more research to further understand the corresponding deprotonation mechanism. More
knowledge about this process could further broaden the application area of PPy into specific drug
delivery applications with controlled dopant anion release and deprotonation in the PPy system.
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Appendices

Spin Coating Parameters PAN PVA

Spinning type Static Static

Spinning speed 2500 rpm 2000 rpm

Spinning time 45 seconds 45 seconds

A1: Table showing spin coating parameters corresponding to the type of thin-film substrate
produced for oCVD area selectivity analysis.

A2: Schematic representation of sizing of solid film PC with deposited PPy as sensor testing
complex.

pH of solution Conductivity of solution (μS/cm)

5 31.46

6 18.82

7 16.67

8 11.66

9 16.68

10 15.86

11 80.04

PPy thin film 5E3 - 2E5
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A3:: Conductivity of pH solutions in comparison to the conductivity of the PPy thin film
measured.

Sample No. Voltage
applied (kV)

Flow rate
(mL/hr)

Tip-to-collector
distance

PAN/DMF
wt.%

Mean Fiber
diameter (μm)

1 15 1 10 cm 10 wt% 0.948

2 11 1 10 cm 10 wt% 0.977

3 17 2 10 cm 10 wt% 0.983

4 19 2 10 cm 10 wt% 1.119

5 11 0.5 10 cm 10 wt% 1.328

A4: Table showing electrospinning parameters tested and subsequent mean fiber diameter
measured. Mean fiber diameters were calculated as the mean of 100 fibers analyzed for their
thickness. Survey performed at 21℃ and 55% relative humidity. It is generally accepted that
higher flow rate results in thicker fibers which in contrast is not observed in this survey
comparing sample 2 to sample 5 [101]. Sample 5 parameters were used for free-standing fiber
formation. Mean fiber diameters found using ImageJ software from 100 fiber diameter
measurements.

oCVD parameters oCVD conditions

Reaction temperature 40℃

Pyrrole monomer flow rate 2.5 cm3/min

SbCl5oxidant flow rate 0.5 cm3/min

N2 patch-flow rate 10 m3/min

Deposition pressure 300 mTorr

Deposition time 15 min

A5: Table showing the reaction conditions used for the oCVD reaction of PPy using PAN
nanofibers as substrate.

Sensor type Curve Fitting R2 value

Type 1 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 =  − 0. 22911𝑥2 + 3. 7299𝑥 − 12. 756 0.9339

Type 2 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 =  0. 9297𝑥2 −  10. 656𝑥 + 30. 352 0.9973
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PAN/PPy nanofibrous 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 =  0. 4464𝑥2 −  2. 9746𝑥 + 3. 2487 0.9831

A6: Table showing the curve fittings for the response performance shown in Figure 25.

A7: Graphical representation of a type 2 PPy exposed to alternating pH 5 and pH 8 solutions.
Relative response is shown as a function of the exposure time.

A8: Graphical representation of a type 2 PPy exposed to alternating pH 5 and pH 8 solutions
(blue) followed by alternating pH 5 and 5.5 exposure (orange). Relative response is shown as a
function of the exposure time.
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A9: graphical representation of the type 1 PPy exposed to different pH solutions using a DMM
resistance measuring set-up.

A10: graphical representation of the type 2 PPy exposed to different pH solutions using a DMM
resistance measuring set-up.
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A11: Tauc plot for PPy exposed to different pH solutions. Band gap energies were found from a
fit of the linear part of the spectra around 3.5 eV.

A12: full FT-IR spectrum of PPy thin-film on IR-transparent silicon wafer exposed to increasing
pH solutions for 15 minutes. Exposure pH 5 (2) was performed after exposure to all previous pH.
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